Customer Data Platform
Know your customers I Respond authentically I Maximize lifetime value

Today’s brands strive to create authentic,
profitable relationships with customers.
But when customer data is siloed within
different systems and channels, this creates
a problem for enterprise marketers. The
AgilOne Customer Data Platform helps
consumer brands develop relationships that
increase the lifetime value of their customers
via a single customer view, analytics and
machine learning, and by activating
customer data to orchestrate engagement
across channels.

Single Customer View

Analytics and Machine Learning

AgilOne integrates customer data from digital and
offline sources to create one system of record that can
fuel all customer and prospect interactions. With
pre-built connectors and real-time APIs bringing in
profile data from customer facing systems, transaction
data from order management and POS systems, and
engagement data from interaction systems such as
website, mobile, email and call center systems, we
dedupe and stitch customer data into a single,
persistent ID. We cleanse and standardize data across
all sources, while enriching customer data with first and
third party attributes such as income, demographic,
social profile data, and unify all data into elastically
searchable customer profiles available in the AgilOne
UI and as an API to be leveraged across the enterprise.

Calculations and machine learning bring the single
customer profile to life, enabling deep insights for
analysis and for intelligent segmentation and action.
Gain quick time to value with out of the box calculations
such as lifetime value. AgilOne’s metadata configurable
engine can calculate metrics from any transaction or
event, letting you easily gain insights unique to your
business. Intelligently segment customers with
supervised machine learning models that predict
customer events such as purchase, subscription, and
engagement, plus unsupervised models that group
customers together based on interest and behavior.
Marketers access data through dashboards and
reports. Data scientists can use AgilOne Lightning IQ to
query massive amounts of data with speed and agility.

Enterprise Customer Data Platform

“

Acting on AgilOne data, we have built
personalized post-purchase journeys that
are relevant for each unique customer.
This reinvigorated welcome email series
and reactivation program has also
translated from online engagement to

“

AgilOne is a true big data platform with
infinite dimensions and high performance
so enterprise teams can easily configure
unique business rules, data elements,
metadata, and scripting directly into the
platform. AgilOne is the only customer
data platform that can scale to the
enterprise level, with proven success
handling our clients’ billions of transactions
and 100M+ customers in near real-time.
Built for large, multi-national brands,
AgilOne's Privacy API provides compliance
with GDPR and other privacy initiatives.

in-store transactions, leading to an 18
percent increase of incremental revenue
in the first two months alone.

Steve Miller

VP of Marketing & Business Development

Customer Data Activation and
Orchestration

“

Using AgilOne as our Customer Data
Platform, we have been able to increase
site visits up to 50% and increase
attendance to local events by 25%, which

“

Orchestrate consistent messaging and offers across all
customer touchpoints with customer profiles and
insights made available to interaction systems in
real-time. Enhance outbound marketing systems such
as email, SMS, push notifications, and direct mail.
Intelligently target and suppress audiences, and create
lookalike audiences beyond simple demographics by
enhancing addressable media systems across display,
search, and video advertising. Make AgilOne data
available to CRM and support systems in real-time,
surfacing 360 profile data such as analytics, identity
graph, real-time events and transactions, active offers,
and messages.

has resulted in a 10-15% increase in

baseline revenue from digital marketing
campaigns.”

Miguel Almeida

EVP Digital, lululemon

Agilone’s Customer Data Platform
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Single Customer View

Outbound Marketing
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Use Cases and Value We Deliver
Outbound Marketing

Digital Advertising

Customer Experience

Analytics and APIs

Segment customers based on
value, behavior and attributes
while delivering 1:1 content on
every marketing message

Acquisition focused audience
based targeting leveraging first
party customer data for DMPs,
retargeting and ad networks

Personalize customer
interactions and offers on the
website, CRM i.e. all customer
facing systems in real-time

Calculate and predict key
marketing metrics; attribution,
lifetime value, clusters,
likelihood to buy. Available
through direct query access,
UI and APIs

Email segmentation (Exact
Target, Responsys,…) for VIP,
lapsed, behavioral, value and
profile based segments

Display optimization by
suppressing buyers (Criteo)

In store events (Eventbrite)

Attribution tied to customer
LTV, acquisition sources
(Google Analytics, Omniture)

Real-time triggered emails
(replenishment, search,
browse)
Direct mail
SMS, push notifications

Google customer match
lookalike on AdWords,
Youtube

Call center ticket complaints
(Oracle RightNow, SFDC
Service Cloud)

FB/Instagram custom
audience

NPS scores (Medallia),
physical location (Euclid
Analytics)

DMP display targeting
segments (BlueKai)

Mobile app integration for
engagement (mParticle)
Web personalization (Adobe
Target, Maxymiser, Monetate)

Clustering (behavioral, interest)
Likelihood to engage,
buy/churn/convert
Next best product, next best
offer
Customer 360 API, Event API
Interactive SQL query on AWS
RedShift
Incremental data export on
AWS S3

About Us
AgilOne is a customer data platform
for enterprise B2C companies.
AgilOne's vision is to restore the
personal relationships companies
once had with customers before
channel-specific marketing silos got
in the way. Through a single view of
customers across all channels,

machine learning and analytics to
understand customer behavior, and
real-time APIs to activate data and
orchestrate experiences across all
touchpoints, AgilOne creates
authentic omni-channel customer
relationships that maximize lifetime
value.

The AgilOne Customer Data
Platform supports more than 150
brands worldwide.
Visit AgilOne.com to learn more.
Contact Us:
877-769-3047

